
Blu� Drago� Takeawa� Men�
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+441395279319 - http://www.exmouth-takeaways.co.uk/chinese-takeaway/blue-
dragon

Here you can find the menu of Blue Dragon Takeaway in East Devon. At the moment, there are 15 dishes and
drinks on the card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Charlie Parker likes about Blue

Dragon Takeaway:
We are not generally chinese take away lovers but we decided to order a meal because the kids prefer it to

Indian. We were so happy with the quality of the food it was delicious and hot and the delivery was bang on time.
Definately 5 stars from us and has changed our view on Chinese take away read more. What

Extraordinary762914 doesn't like about Blue Dragon Takeaway:
We ordered beef in black bean sauce (from the meal for one. There was mostly ONION and 3 small bits of beef.

They seemed to bulk out this budget meal with anything BUT BEEF. Usually order from this takeaway, for
YEARS but will be ordering elsewhere if this cannot be resolved. Blue Dragon please don't let your name down

again, especially with your regular customers. Sorry experience read more. Let yourself be thrilled in Blue
Dragon Takeaway from East Devon by versatile, fine Chinese cuisine that's authentically prepared in a wok,

The dishes are usually prepared for you fast and fresh.
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Appet�er�
SAMOSAS

Mai� course�
RIBS

Seafoo�
PRAWN

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

Chicke�
CHILLI CHICKEN

Sauce�
CURRY SAUCE

Desser�
PANCAKE

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI SAUCE

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
NOODLES

Sid� dishe�
MIXED VEGETABLES

RICE

Ingredient� Use�
VEGETABLES

CHICKEN
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Opening Hours:
Monday 17:00-21:30
Wednesday 17:00-21:30
Thursday 17:00-21:30
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